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Abstract
An automorphism  of a 7nite simple graph  is an adjacency automorphism if for ev-
ery vertex x∈V (), either x = x or x is adjacent to x in . An adjacency automorphism
7xing no vertices is a shift. A connected graph  is strongly adjacency-transitive (respec-
tively, uniquely shift-transitive) if there is, for every pair of adjacent vertices x; y∈V (), an
adjacency automorphism (respectively, a unique shift) ∈Aut sending x to y. The action
graph  = ActGrph(G; X; S) of a group G acting on a set X , relative to an inverse-closed
nonempty subset S ⊆ G, is de7ned as follows: the vertex-set of  is X , and two di<erent
vertices x; y∈V () are adjacent in  if and only if y= sx for some s∈ S. A characterization of
strongly adjacency-transitive graphs in terms of action graphs is given. A necessary and su=cient
condition for cartesian products of graphs to be uniquely shift-transitive is proposed, and two
questions concerning uniquely shift-transitive graphs are raised. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The groups and graphs considered in this paper are 7nite, the graphs are simple and
undirected. We refer the reader to [16] for the results on permutation groups.
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An automorphism ∈Aut is an adjacency automorphism of a graph  if for
every vertex x∈V (), one of the following holds: either x = x or x is adjacent to
x in . The graph  is adjacency-transitive if there exists, for every pair of vertices
x; y∈V (), a sequence of adjacency automorphisms 1; 2; : : : ; k ∈Aut such that
12 · · · kx=y. It is equivalent to say that the adjacency automorphisms of  generate
a transitive group on the vertex-set V (). If, in addition, for every pair of adjacent
vertices x; y∈V () there exists an adjacency automorphism ∈Aut sending x to
y, then  is strongly adjacency-transitive. The notions of an adjacency automorphism
and adjacency-transitivity in graphs were introduced and studied in [17].
It is obvious that every adjacency-transitive graph  = (V; E) contains a spanning
strongly adjacency-transitive subgraph  = (V; F), where F ⊂ E is, for instance, the
set of those edges of  along which there is an adjacency automorphism ∈Aut
acting. A characterization of strongly adjacency-transitive graphs in terms of action
graphs is given in Theorem 2.2 of Section 2, where action graphs are de7ned and
discussed.
A shift of a graph is an adjacency automorphism 7xing no vertices (see [8, Section 2]).
Shifts are easily found in Cayley graphs of abelian groups, as in the wider class of
quasiabelian Cayley graphs. Recall that the Cayley graph =Cay(G; S) is de7ned for
an arbitrary group G and a subset S ⊆ G satisfying 1 ∈ S and S = S−1: the vertex-set
of  is G, and adjacency in  is given by g∼ gs for all g∈G and all s∈ S. A
quasiabelian Cayley graph is a Cayley graph  = Cay(G; S), where S is a union of
conjugacy classes in G. (See [18] for a list of references and applications. The term
quasiabelian is due to Wang and Xu [15]. The equivalent notion of normal Cayley
graphs is used in [8], but please note, this is not the same as the notion of normal
Cayley graphs Cay(G; S) [14], where G is normal in Aut Cay(G; S).) If =Cay(G; S),
where S is a union of conjugacy classes in G, then the right multiplication by s∈ S of
elements in G induces a shift of  (see [17, Proof of Proposition 2.1]), and the same
holds for the left multiplication by s. As another example, it is shown in [2, p. 98,
Lemma 4:5] and [3, Proof of Theorem 5:3] that every compact regular graph contains
a shift. The class of compact graphs is important, since every such graph admits a
polynomial time algorithm to 7nding a nonidentity automorphism.
We call a graph  shift-transitive if there exists, for every pair of vertices x; y∈V (),
a sequence of shifts 1; 2; : : : ; k ∈Aut such that 12 · · · kx = y. If, in addition,
for every pair of adjacent vertices x; y∈V () there exists exactly one (respectively, at
least one) shift ∈Aut sending x to y, then  is uniquely shift-transitive (respec-
tively, strongly shift-transitive). It can be shown that every connected component of
a compact regular graph is strongly shift-transitive, but that a strongly shift-transitive
graph need not be a compact one [2,5,19].
The above mentioned connection between Cayley graphs of abelian groups and
shift-transitive graphs on the one hand, and abelian groups and cartesian products on the
other motivates us to consider the cartesian decomposition of uniquely shift-transitive
graphs: a necessary and su=cient condition for cartesian products of graphs to be
uniquely shift-transitive is given in Theorem 3.1. After completing this paper, we
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discovered that a similar result was proved by Larose, Laviolette and Tardif in
[8, Lemma 3:1].
We conclude this paper by raising two open questions in Section 4.
2. Strongly adjacency-transitive graphs
In the sequel, we denote by ∼ the vertex adjacency relation in a graph . The next
result provides a source for examples of strongly adjacency-transitive graphs.
Proposition 2.1. Every arc-transitive graph having a nontrivial adjacency auto-
morphism is strongly adjacency-transitive.
Proof. Let  be an arc-transitive graph: by de7nition, for every two ordered pairs
of adjacent vertices (u; v) and (u′; v′) in , there exists an automorphism ∈Aut
such that u = u′ and v = v′. If ∈Aut is a nontrivial adjacency automorphism,
there exists a vertex v∈V () for which v = v, thus, v∼ v. For an arbitrary pair of
adjacent vertices x; y∈V () denoted by  the automorphism of  sends v to x and
v to y. Then the conjugate −1 is an adjacency automorphism of  sending x to
y. So  is strongly adjacency-transitive.
We characterize the strongly adjacency-transitive graphs in terms of action graphs.
The action graph
 =ActGrph(G; X; S) (1)
of a group G acting on a set X , relative to an inverse-closed nonempty subset S ⊆ G,
is de7ned as follows: the vertex-set of  is X , and two di<erent vertices x; y∈V ()
are adjacent in  if and only if y= sx for some s∈ S. We refer the reader to [11] for
an implementation of the action graph construction.
Observe that ActGrph(G; X; S) has no multiple edges or loops, that is it is simple.
This basically agrees with the de7nition given in [10] except for directions and loops,
but it does not agree with the de7nition in [1] or [9]. The issue of multiple edges is
an important distinction. If the group acts transitively on the set X , by the well known
correspondence of this action to the action of G on the right cosets of the stabilizer
Gx of an element x∈X , the group action graph GAG(G; X; S) as de7ned in [1] is
isomorphic to the familiar coset graph (or Schreier coset graph [6, 2:3:1]) S(G : Gx; S)
having a vertex for each right coset of Gx and an edge from Gxg to Gxgs for each
s∈ S. Thus, if G acts transitively on X , the action graph ActGrph(G; X; S) de7ned here
is obtained from the coset graph S(G : Gx; S) by ignoring all directions, deleting all
loops, and identifying all multiple edges. In particular, since any regular (multi)graph
of even valence is a coset graph [6, Theorem 2:3:1], and deleting loops and multiple
edges in an arbitrary regular graph can lead to vertices of di<erent valences, an action
graph as de7ned here need not be regular. In fact, by doubling all edges and adding
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the appropriate loops, any simple graph can be turned into a regular multigraph of even
valence, so any connected simple graph is an action graph for some group G acting
transitively on some set X with some generating set S.
With regard to terminology, we should mention that the name action graph, as
introduced in [1], might be preferred to the older name of coset graph, especially
for an audience of computer scientists rather than group theorists, since the concept of
a group acting on a set is perhaps more primitive than the concept of a subgroup and
its cosets.
Theorem 2.2. A graph  is strongly adjacency-transitive if and only if it is (iso-
morphic to) an action graph ActGrph(G; X; S), where G is a group acting transitively
and faithfully on the set X and S is a subset in G satisfying the following conditions:
S = S−1; S generates G and S is a union of conjugacy classes in G.
Proof. Let  be a strongly adjacency-transitive graph. De7ne X = V () and let
S ⊆ Aut be the set of adjacency automorphisms of . Obviously, S = S−1 holds.
The subgroup 〈S〉6Aut generated by S acts transitively and faithfully on X , and
two di<erent vertices x; y∈X are adjacent in  if and only if there is an adjacency
automorphism s∈ S such that y = sx. So we have
 =ActGrph(〈S〉; X; S)
and S is a union of conjugacy classes in 〈S〉 since the set S is closed under conjugation
in Aut by [17, Proposition 2:4].
To prove the converse assertion, let G be a group acting transitively and faithfully
on X and let G be generated by a subset S ⊆ G, where S is a union of conjugacy
classes in G such that S = S−1. Denote by  the action graph  = ActGrph(G; X; S).
First, we prove that G acts as a group of automorphisms of : for an arbitrary g∈G
we have
x ∼ y⇔ x =y and y = sx; s∈ S
⇔ gx = gy and gy = gsx; s∈ S
⇔ gx = gy and gy = (gsg−1)gx; s∈ S
⇔ gx = gy and gy = tgx; t ∈ S
⇔ gx ∼ gy:
So g induces an automorphism of  and we can identify G with a subgroup of Aut.
Besides, if s∈ S and x∈V (), then either sx = x, or sx = x implying x ∼ sx. Thus,
S is a set of adjacency automorphisms of . Since S generates the vertex-transitive
subgroup G in Aut, the graph  is strongly adjacency-transitive.
De7ning the action graph (1) to be quasiabelian if S is a union of conjugacy classes,
one may rephrase Theorem 2.2.
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Proposition 2.3. A graph is strongly adjacency-transitive if and only if it is (iso-
morphic to) a connected vertex-transitive quasiabelian action graph.
We give two corollaries of Theorem 2.2.
Corollary 2.4 ([17, Proposition 2.1]). Every connected quasiabelian Cayley graph is
strongly adjacency-transitive.
Corollary 2.5. Every connected Cayley graph of an abelian group is strongly
adjacency-transitive.
We conclude this section with the following observations.
Proposition 2.6. There are quasiabelian Cayley graphs that are not Cayley graphs
of abelian groups.
Proof. De7ne the quasiabelian Cayley graph  = Cay(S4; T ) of the symmetric group
S4 relative to the conjugacy class T of all 4-cycles in S4. One can check that Aut 

S4KS2, and that no abelian subgroup in Aut is regular. (For instance, compute the
order |Aut|=1152=242×2 using [11]. Since  is a quasiabelian Cayley graph of S4,
the automorphism group Aut contains an isomorphic copy of the central closure of S4
[18, Proposition 3:1], which is isomorphic with the wreath product S4KS2. Proceed with
elementary group-theoretic arguments.) Thus,  is not a Cayley graph of an abelian
group.
Proposition 2.7. There exist strongly adjacency-transitive Cayley graphs that are not
quasiabelian Cayley graphs.
Proof. By [17, p. 325], the triangle graph T7 (having as vertices the two-elements
subsets in {1; 2; : : : ; 7} and the adjacency of two di<erent vertices determined by non-
trivial intersection) is an adjacency-transitive Cayley graph that is not a quasiabelian
Cayley graph. Since its automorphism group has rank 3, the graph T7 is arc-transitive.
Proposition 2.1 implies that T7 is strongly adjacency-transitive.
3. Uniquely shift-transitive graphs
Observe that the valency of a uniquely shift-transitive graph  equals the number of
shifts in Aut. The cycle C4 is not uniquely shift-transitive, since it admits four di<er-
ent shifts. Written as P2×P2, it presents the fundamental obstruction for the cartesian
product to preserve uniquely shift-transitivity, as stated in the following theorem. We
refer the reader to [7] for the de7nition of the cartesian product. A graph is prime
with respect to the cartesian product if it is not isomorphic to the cartesian product of
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two nontrivial graphs. Sabidussi [12] and Vizing [13] proved independently that every
7nite connected graph admits a unique cartesian factorization into prime factors (up to
the reordering of factors). See [7, Chapter 4] for details.
Theorem 3.1. A graph  is uniquely shift-transitive if and only if in the prime carte-
sian factorization of , all factors are uniquely shift-transitive and at most one factor
is isomorphic with P2.
To prove Theorem 3.1 we need some auxiliary results. We omit the justi7cations of
the 7rst two. Let  and  be graphs.
Lemma 3.2. If ∈Aut and ∈Aut are shifts of  and , respectively; then the
automorphisms × id and id ×  are shifts of the cartesian product  × .
The automorphisms  × id and id ×  in Lemma 3.2 are called cartesian shifts
along the factors  and , respectively.
Proposition 3.3. Let  and  be shift-transitive graphs. Then
(a) the cartesian product  ×  is shift-transitive;
(b) if  or  is not uniquely shift-transitive; then neither is  × .
Lemma 3.4. Let  and  be connected graphs and let ∈Aut( × ) be a shift.
Then
(a) if  @xes setwise one of the @bers {c} × V (), c∈V (), then  @xes setwise
each one of them; and  = id ×  for some shift ∈Aut;
(b) if ({c}×V ())∩ ({c}×V ())=∅ for some c∈V (), then  @xes setwise each
of the @bers V ()× {d}, d∈V (), and  = × id for some shift ∈Aut;
(c) if there is a vertex u in a @ber {c}×V (), c∈V (), such that u; u; 2u∈{c}×
V (), then  = id ×  for some shift ∈Aut.
Proof. Throughout the proof we will use the property that if (c; d) = (c′; d′), then,
since  is a shift, either c = c′ and d′ is adjacent to d, or d = d′ and c′ is adjacent
to c.
(a) Let c′ be adjacent to c. By hypothesis, for any d, we have (c; d) = (c; d′),
where d′ is adjacent to d. Since (c′; d) is adjacent to (c; d), (c′; d) is adjacent
to (c; d) = (c; d′). Since the 7rst coordinate of (c′; d) cannot be c (as  is 1-1
and it already permutes the 7ber over c), the second coordinate must be d′. Since
(c′; d) is also adjacent to (c′; d) and its second coordinate d′ is di<erent from d,
we must have (c′; d) = (c′; d′). Since d was arbitrary, we conclude that  also
leaves the 7ber over c′ setwise 7xed and in that 7ber it performs the same shift
on the second coordinate, as it does in the 7ber over c. By the connectivity of ,
it follows that  is cartesian along .
(b) Let d be any vertex of . By hypothesis, (c; d) = (c′; d) for some c′ adjacent
to c. We will 7rst show that  moves the 7ber over c′ o< itself. Let d′ be any
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vertex adjacent to d. Then by hypothesis, (c; d′) has a second coordinate d′.
Since (c; d′) is also adjacent to (c; d) = (c′; d), its 7rst coordinate must be c′.
By the connectivity of , we conclude that (c; d′′) = (c′; d′′) for all d′′ in .
Since  is 1-1, this means  must move the 7ber over c′ o< itself.
Next, we show that if c′′ is another vertex adjacent to c other than c′, then 
moves the 7ber over c′′ o< itself. For any vertex d in , (c′′; d) is adjacent both
to (c′′; d) and (c; d) = (c′; d). Since c′ and c′′ are di<erent, (c′′; d) has d as its
second coordinate and hence its 7rst coordinate is not c′′. Since d was arbitrary,
we have shown that  moves the 7ber over c′′ o< itself. By the connectivity of ,
it follows that for any vertex c′′ in ,  moves the 7ber over c′′ o< itself. This
implies that for any d,  leaves the 7ber over d setwise 7xed. Thus by (a),  is
cartesian along .
(c) We have (c; d) = (c; d′) and (c; d′) = (c; d′′). We will show that  moves the
7ber over d′ o< itself; the conclusion then follows from (b), with only  and
 interchanged. Suppose that c′ is adjacent to c. Then (c′; d′) is adjacent to
both (c; d′) = (c; d′′) and (c′; d′). Thus, (c′; d′) is either (c′; d′′) or (c; d′). It
cannot be (c; d′) since (c; d) = (c; d′), so (c′; d′) = (c′; d′′). The same argument
applied to −1 shows that (c′; d) = (c′; d′), so c′ has the same properties as c
with respect to d, d′, and d′′. By the connectivity of , we conclude that for all
c′ ∈, (c′; d) = (c′; d′) and (c′; d′) = (c′; d′′). In particular,  moves the 7ber
over d′ o< itself.
Proposition 3.5. Let  and  be connected graphs and let ∈Aut(×) be a shift
which is not cartesian along  or . Then each of the graphs  and  is isomorphic
to a cartesian product with a P2 factor.
Proof. Suppose that the shift ∈Aut( × ) is not cartesian along  or . Then, 
and  have an order of at least 2. Fix an arbitrary vertex c∈V (), then de7ne the
c-7ber
F = {c} × V ()
and its subset
A= {u∈F |u∈F}:
By Lemma 3.4(a,b), we have A = ∅ and A =F . We will show that  is isomorphic to
the cartesian product × P2, where  is the subgraph in × induced by A. De7ne
B= F \ A= {u∈F |u ∈ F}:
Then A ⊆ B by Lemma 3.4(c). Suppose that B is not equal to A. Then there is a
vertex w∈B\A that is adjacent to a vertex v in either A or A. If v is in A, then one
easily checks that v and w are not adjacent, a contradiction. If v is in A, then one
checks that −1v and −1w are not adjacent, again a contradiction. Therefore, B= A,
and  
  × P2.
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One shows the similarly that  
 ! × P2 for some (connected) graph !.
Remark. It follows from the proof of Proposition 3.5 that
 ×  
 ( ×!)× C4: (2)
The shift  is cartesian along the factor C4 of the right factorization in Eq. (2),
 = id×! × ";
where "∈AutC4 is a shift of order 4.
Proposition 3.6. The cartesian product × of two graphs  and  is shift-transitive
if and only if  and  are shift-transitive.
Proof. Proposition 3.3(a) settles the ‘if ’ implication. We prove the ‘only if ’ part. Let
 ×  be shift-transitive. Factorize  
 (P2)s × ′, where s¿ 0 and ′ has no P2
factor in any cartesian factorization. Then
 ×  
 ( × (P2)s)× ′ = #:
Put ′ =  × (P2)s. If ′ is not shift-transitive, then the shift-transitive graph # has
a shift which is not cartesian along the factors ′ or ′. By Proposition 3.5, ′ is a
cartesian product with a P2 factor, a contradiction. Thus ′ is shift-transitive, and so
is  by Proposition 3.3(a).
Theorem 3.1 is a corollary of Propositions 3.5 and 3.6. It leads to an abundance of
uniquely shift-transitive graphs among Cayley graphs of abelian groups.
Corollary 3.7. The cartesian product of cycles Cn1 × Cn2 × · · · × Cnk is uniquely
shift-transitive if and only if there are no 4-cycles involved.
Corollary 3.8. Every abelian group of order not divisible by 4 admits a uniquely
shift-transitive Cayley graph.
4. Two questions
Examples of uniquely shift-transitive graphs can be found among Cayley graphs of
abelian groups: besides the cartesian product of cycles as in Corollary 3.7 we have,
for instance, the MPobius ladder Mn, n¿ 4 (see also [17, Section 3]).
Proposition 4.1. Let  = Cay(G; S) be a quasiabelian Cayley graph of a nonabelian
group G, where the generating set S is an inverse-closed union of conjugacy classes
and 1 ∈ S. Then  is not uniquely shift-transitive.
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Proof. For s∈ S \ Z(G), the left and the right multiplication by s induce two di<erent
shifts of  sending the vertex 1 to s.
Thus, a uniquely shift-transitive quasiabelian Cayley graph must be a Cayley graph
of an abelian group.
Question 1. Is every uniquely shift-transitive Cayley graph isomorphic with a Cayley
graph of an abelian group?
Clearly, it is not the case that the uniquely shift-transitivity of Cay(G; S) implies
G is abelian (for instance, cycles of even length of at least 6 are Cayley graphs
of dihedral groups). If the answer to Question 1 is positive, then every shift  of
a uniquely shift-transitive Cayley graph  arises from the multiplication by a 7xed
element of an abelian group. Hence,  must be semiregular, that is, all cycles in its
cyclic decomposition have the same length. This fact may prove useful in approaching
the problem.
Question 2. Does there exist a uniquely shift-transitive non-Cayley graph?
The answer to Question 2 is positive when we omit the uniqueness of the shift
acting along an arbitrary edge, by the following result.
Proposition 4.2. There exist strongly shift-transitive non-Cayley graphs.
Proof. Let =(K(n; k))c be the complement of Kneser’s graph K(n; k), where n and
k are two positive integers such that n = 2k + 1 and k¿ 3. The vertices of  are
the k-element subsets in In = {1; 2; : : : ; n}, and two such k-subsets are adjacent in 
if and only if they have a nontrivial intersection. By [4], every automorphism of the
graph  arises from a permutation in Sn acting naturally on the k-subsets of In. The
automorphism of  given by any s-cycle, k +26 s6 2k − 1, is a shift of : one can
assume the s-cycle to be (1; 2; : : : ; s) and then check if any k-subset either contains an
integer m¿s or two consecutive integers less than or equal to s. Moreover, given any
k-subsets K and L having nontrivial intersection, one can move K to L by an s-cycle
(for some s as above) involving elements of In\(K ∩ L), alternating elements of K
and L and 7nishing with other elements of In, if s is large. Thus,  is strongly shift-
transitive. (Note that  is not uniquely shift-transitive.) However,  is not a Cayley
graph by [4].
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